SUMMIT

[ Leader Development ]

Reach your peak.

The Leadership DNA
Summit is a one-on-one leadership development retreat
over a two-day period designed to identify core leadership
competencies and develop a strategic plan for continued
personal development. In a relaxed, reflective, and engaging
format, leaders explore turning points in their life to provide
insights into their method of negotiating life leadership.
Our wholistic approach helps participants reach personal
& professional goals, achieve business objectives, and
sustain leadership effectiveness throughout their lifetime.

Most leaders want to be great. Often, the leaders we work with are overcoming conflict far more than
riding on success. This robs them of their passion and focus & diminishes their effectiveness more
rapidly that most realize. The Leadership DNA Summit is designed to expose leaders to their blind
spots, help them become comfortable with their leadership limp, and teach them to leverage their
uniquely crafted strengths in order to more effectively lead their teams and achieve their business
objectives and professional & personal goals.
The Leadership DNA Summit is an intense 2 day one-on-one experience facilitated like a personal
retreat. A DNA Summit Coach guides the leader through a discovery process using dynamic inquiry,
powerful questions, and leadership formation process tools. By investing in the Summit, leaders gain
purpose-based leadership focus and strategic actions in five specific areas. This wholistic approach
ensures the participant is able to sustain leadership effectiveness for a lifetime.
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2 full days one-on-one leader development
2 assessment tools administered
Analysis of life scripts and leadership story
Personal life-leadership dashboard
Leadership development goals matrix
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Deep insight into personal drivers
Clarity about work motivation
Personal vocational purpose statement
Life leadership plan
Specific leadership development goals

Outcomes

Designed For
[

Executive and emerging leaders

Duration
[

2 days
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